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598d631155. Related. the consumer movement to removable'memory sticks' instead of a CD player that can work with MP3 files. The Walkman also needed a fresh message, . 1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a sealing system of an electric motor. 2. Description of the Related Art In a conventional motor (motor 60), as illustrated in FIG. 9, a bearing housing 61, an armature core 62, and a rotor 63 are arranged
in the interior of a rotor sleeve 65. A seal 66 is inserted into the interior of the bearing housing 61. A shaft 64 of the rotor 63 is inserted into a rotor opening 65A of the rotor sleeve 65. A rotor coil 67 is mounted on an end face of the armature core 62. The armature core 62, the rotor coil 67, and the shaft 64 are arranged to be opposed to a commutator 68. A bearing 69 supports the shaft 64 in the interior of the rotor sleeve 65.
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search() { $user = Auth::user(); return view('users.search', compact('user')); } public function index() { $ratings = Rating::all(); return view('users.index', compact('ratings')); } public function create() { return view('users.create'); } public function store(Request $request) { $this->validate($request, [ 'user_id' =>'required|integer', 'rating_id' =>'required|integer' ]); $this->authorize('create'); $rating = new Rating; $rating->user_id
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